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The series 3 Lotus Elise first appeared as a design study alongside the Lotus Esprit concept at the 2010
Paris Motor Show as the "Lotus Elise Concept" in the autumn of that year, and was set to be launched within
the next couple of years.
Lotus Elise - Wikipedia
There are many differences to consider: the aluminum chassis, the fiberglass body, the fact that many
owners track their car, the rarity of the car. These present unique issues for used car buyers. Listed below is
a detailed buyers guide for the Lotus Elise S2. It should keep your smile pointed in the right direction, after
you buy.
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The Elise word as found on the back of the Series 1, also EPS "Lotus logo" This is the Lotus Logo, yellow
and black, also EPS .
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At a stroke Lotus had trumped every other driverâ€™s car on the market by offering a delicate blend of
performance, affordability, economy and tactility. Powered by a 1.8-litre Rover K-Series engine, the
rev-happy Elise tipped the scales at a mere 723kg; even the regular 118bhp powerplant provided plenty of
zip, but later, more muscular editions turned the Elise into a real flier.
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ELISE SERVICE PARTS LIST Technical Publications, Lotus Cars Limited, Hethel, Norwich, Norfolk, NR14
8EZ. England. Telephone 01953 608000 www .lotuscars.com
Service Parts List. - My Lotus Garage
Lotus Elise Buyers Guide Buying a used Elise is harder work than with your typical family saloon car. Many
have had a hard life, often involving track days. A high proportion have also been involved in an accident.
Fortunately, the modular nature of the car makes complete repair possible, unless the chassis was damaged.
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